This release addresses the following Service Request:

**Service Request 83066**

This service request asks that a set of DOS codes be created for bonus and incentive variable compensation plans.

**Copy Members**

**CPWSDOSC**

CPWSDOSC defines several DOS constants. One of these is a list of DOS codes defined as IAP. DOS code XSC has been added to the list.

**Table Updates**

**Description of Service (DOS) Table**

The new variable compensation plan DOS codes are being added.

**Installation Instructions**

A separate Installation Instructions document is provided for this release.

**Test Plan**

A separate Test Plan document is provided for this release.

**Timing of Installation**

The timing of this release is not **urgent**. The timing of this release is not urgent. Codes must be installed prior to the payment of XSC, XSL, XTI, XCE, XCI, or XUI. As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.
If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Maxine.Gerber@ucop.edu, or call 510-987-0422.

Maxine Gerber